Use of an experimentally derived leadfield in the peripheral nerve pathway discrimination problem.
The task of discriminating the neural pathways responsible for the activity recorded using a multi-contact nerve cuff electrode has recently been approached as an inverse problem of source localization, similar to EEG source localization. A major drawback of this method is that it requires a model of the nerve, and that the localization performance is highly dependent on the accuracy of this model. Using recordings from a 56-contact "matrix" cuff electrode placed on a rat sciatic nerve, we investigated a method that eliminates the need for a model, and uses instead an "experimental" leadfield constructed from a training set of experimental recordings. The resulting pathway-identification task is solved using an inverse problem framework. The experimental leadfield approach was able to identify the correct branch in cases in which a single fascicle was active with a success rate of 94.2%, but was not able to reliably identify combinations of fascicles. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology provides a framework for the study of multi-pathway discrimination, within which methods to improve performance can be investigated. Specifically, the influence of nerve anatomy and electrode design should be examined, and regularization approaches better suited to this novel inverse problem should be sought.